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INTRODUCTION

Agenda now; resources and slides will be given afterwards to all

we will be doing a “pitch” (what is a “pitch”?) exercise

You will get the “straight scoop” although it can be depressing

Use your access! Ask questions!



WHY THO

Publishing 
is part of 

the cultural 
ecosystem

Publishing 
could 

become a 
vocational 
necessity



THE JOURNEY OF MIKE 
LINDGREN

Editor,  Academic Press

Editor, Zoland Books

Bookseller, Tudor Bookshop (PA)

(reviewer, Times-Leader)

Bookseller, Coliseum Books (NYC)

(reviewer L Magazine, Brooklyn Rail)

Member, National Book Critics Circle

Reviewer,  Washington Post



BOOK PUBLISHING 101!

In 20 minutes!!!







AN OLD PUBLISHING 
JOKE

“We only make money on one out 
of five books we publish.”

“Why don’t you just publish the 
one book then?”

“Because we don’t know WHICH 
ONE it will be!”



ANCILLARY STREAMS OF REVENUE

1. Subsidiary rights
• Film
• Serial (magazine, anthology, etc.)
• Foreign and translation

2. Backlist sales



date editorial marketing
September 7 contract signed announcement
December 19 editorial evaluation
February 6 manuscript edits cover to designer
March 20 manuscript 1 mss to blurbers
April 17 copy editor sales conference
May 15 manuscript 2 (final) tip sheets / reps
May 29 typesetter pages for ARC / BookExpo
June 26 proofread pages ARCs out

July 3 final pages

July 10 cover proof To reps / bookstores / mkting

August 21 ship to wholesalers

September 4 pub date



THE ANATOMY 
OF A BOOK 
REVIEW











THAT’S $277 IN 
2017 DOLLARS! 

Wallace Stevens, 1953





Fold-down bottom corner of certain pages: a good (or bad) passage, a quotable 
passage, a sentence that sums up what the book is about, a sentence that 
illuminates something useful (or problematic), something that is funny, something 
that is sad, and especially a “kicker”





Nov 4

There is to be sure something deeply evocative about Edward Hopper’s paintings, with their starkly 
lighted vignettes of big-city anomie and their mysterious denizens who seem frozen in a moment of crisis 
or doubt. Now the famous mystery writer Lawrence Block has collected a dozen tale inspired by Hopper 
paintings between the covers of In Sunlight and In Shadow -- a high-concept idea that yields decidedly 
mixed results. 

There are two problems with the anthology. The first is one, quite simply, of quality. For every entry that 
is deeply imagined and felt, there is one that feels somewhat perfunctory… and there seems to be an 
almost inverse relation between the celebrity of the writer involved and the 



Nov 5

There is to be sure something deeply evocative about Edward Hopper’s paintings, with their starkly lighted vignettes of big-city anomie 
and their mysterious denizens who seem frozen in a moment of crisis or doubt. Now the famous mystery writer Lawrence Block has 
collected a dozen tale inspired by Hopper paintings between the covers of In Sunlight and In Shadow (Pegasus, $xx.xx) -- a high-concept 
idea that yields decidedly mixed results. 

Some of the entries, to be sure, are cunning little pleasure traps. Block is a mystery writer, of course, as are a number of his stable of 
writers, which makes perfect sense in that they are well-matched to Hopper’s Depression-era noir sensiblility of fatalistic losers and 
grifters. In “Soir Bleu,” Robert Olen Butler spins a gothic backstory around one of the strangest of Hopper’s paintings (“the one with the 
clown”). 

There are two problems with the anthology. The first is one, quite simply, of quality. For every entry that is deeply imagined and felt, there 
is one that feels somewhat perfunctoryperfunctory, at bes… and tt. here seems to be an almost inverse relation between the celebrity of 
the writer involved and the There seems to be an almost inverse relation between the celebrity of the writer involved and the rigor and 
complexity of the tale at hand. 

The second problem is deeper and tricker and altogether more slippery, but it has to do, I think, with a certain banality inherent in the 
book’s operating principle, one that fundamentally misunderstands both Hopper specifically and the relation between art and narrative 
more generally. Hopper himself was fiercely resistant to the idea that his paintings were glorified illustrations, correctly perceiving that 
their stylizied mises en scene skirted the conventions of magazine illustration of the time. “‘Painting is story telling,’” the anonymous 
heroine of Michael Connelly’s “Nighthawks” tells Harry Bosch, (84) but actually, she’s got it all wrong: the whole point of painting is that it 
is not story telling. The power of his art is located within the piercing sense of possiblity that the paintings convey, the sense of ambiguity 
and essential unknowability. To provide a literal-minded narrative frame is to destroy the source of that evocative power; their whole 
point is that we don’t know the narrative context. In a sense, as clever and loving as these acts of homage are, their existence negates the 
paintings that inspired them; an ourobouros of creative inspiration and destruction



Nov 5 (cont’d)

There is to be sure something deeply evocative about Edward Hopper’s paintings, with their starkly lighted vignettes of big-city anomie 
and their mysterious denizens who seem frozen in a moment of crisis or doubt. Now the famous mystery writer Lawrence Block has 
collected a dozen tale inspired by Hopper paintings between the covers of “In Sunlight and Ior in Shadow” (Pegasus, $xx25.xx95) -- a 
high-concept idea that yields decidedly mixed results. 

There are two problems with the anthology. The first is one, quite simply, of quality. For every entry that is deeply imagined and felt, 
there is one that feels perfunctory, at best. Some of the entries, to be sure, are inventive little pleasure traps, keenly imagined and 
crisply executed. Block is a mystery writer, of course, as are a number of his stable of writers, which makes perfect sense in that they 
are well-matched to Hopper’s Depression-era noir sensiblility of fatalistic losers and con men. Lee Child’s “The Truth About What 
Happened” is a jaunty yarn with an O’ Henry-like twist, and Block himself chips in with a satisfying tale of a cunning big-city grift. In 
“Soir Bleu,” Robert Olen Butler spins a gothic backstory around one of the strangest of Hopper’s paintings; Nicholas Christopher builds 
a surrealist fable out of “Rooms by the Sea,” a haunting late masterpiece of a painting that, uncharacteristically, includes no human 
figures 



NYPL Art and Architecture Room
42nd Street
Room 315



“I hope it (the painting) will tell no obvious anecdote, for none is intended.” – EH, 
1948



The drop-off after this harvest is steep. There seems to be an almost inverse relation between the celebrity of the writer involved 
and the rigor and complexity of the tale at hand, the possible exception being Joyce Carol Oates, who contributes a reading of “The 
Woman in the Window” that bristles with the promise of imminent violence, with hatred that “roils like a smoldering heat about to 
burst into flame” (187) -- an Oatesian artifact indeed. Some of the other high-profile contributions… well, the phrase “for completists 
only” comes to mind. To be fair, Aassembling an anthology of this kind is probably harder than it seems -- a product of favors called in 
and networks worked -- and one can almost feel some of Block’s contributors straining to churn out an acceptable variation under 
deadline

The second problem is deeper and trickier and altogether more slippery, but it has to do, I think, with a certain banality inherent in 
the book’s operating principle, one that fundamentally misunderstands both Hopper specifically and the relation between art and 
narrative more generally. Hopper himself was fiercely resistant to the idea that his paintings were glorified illustrations, correctly 
perceiving that their stylizied mises en sceenes skirted the conventions of magazine illustration of the time, and he explcitly
disavowed any narrative element. In 1948 he wrote, of “Office at Night” -- here given an earnest re-imagining by Warren Moon --
that “I hope it will not tell any obvious anecdote, for none is intended.”

“‘Painting is story telling,’” the anonymous heroineprotagonist of Michael Connelly’s “Nighthawks” tells Harry Bosch, (84) but 
actually, she’s got it all wrong: the whole point of painting is that it is not story telling. The force of Hopper’s art is located within the 
piercing sense of possiblity that the paintings convey, the sense of ambiguity and essential unknowability. To provide a literal-minded 
narrative frame is to destroy the source of that evocative power; their whole point is that we don’t know the narrative context lack 
of narrative context is what endows them with their mysterious, evocative power. In a sense, as clever and loving as these acts of 
homage are, their existence negates the paintings that inspired them. Near the end of Block’s own story, the woman sitting in the 
automat is “using the time to scan the room,” looking at the other diners. “She might have amused herself by making up a story 
about them,” but unlike her creator, she in the end “let her attention pass them by.” (267)









I T  I S  SO  IMPORTAN T 
TO PROOFREAD – AND 
TO DO IT  ON  A  HAR D 

C OPY !

















Circulation: all social media, plus email to list including National Book 
Critics Circle editor, publisher, marketing contact, various book 
bloggers



OUTLOOK, TACTICS, RESOURCES





“INDUSTRY GROWTH RATING”

• Book Publishing = LOW

• Magazine Publishing = LOW

• Newspaper Publishing = LOW

• Bookstores = LOW







I AM THE INTERNET, DESTROYER OF 
WORLDS

Book sales are 
driven by

Newspaper 
reviews

Which are 
financed by 
advertising

Which was 
eliminated by the 

Internet

Causing book 
sales to drop



Christian 
Lorentzen, “Diary,”
London Review of 
Books,  Aug 2 2012



SMALL SIGNS OF HOPE?

1. e-book sales seem to 
have flattened out

2. younger readers seem 
to prefer print to digital

3. Independent bookstores 
are holding their own

4. Amazon got bored and 
moved on to other things



“At some point the pendulum will swing 
back, and content will become important 
again. The question is whether there will 
be anything left standing by then.”

-- Aaron Elstein, Crain’s



MIKE LINDGREN EDITORIAL 
SERVICES

Copy editing

Proofreading

Line Editing

Copywriting

Editorial development

Project management





15% book reviewing

20% freelance editing

35% graphic design

20% printmaking

10% cat-sitting

book 
reviewing

15%

freelance 
editing

20%

graphic design
35%

print sales 
(Etsy)
20%

cat-sitting
10%

An Income Pie

book reviewing

freelance editing

graphic design

print sales (Etsy)

cat-sitting



RESOURCES

https://mikelindgren51.wordpress.com/2017/11/22/ml-sva/

Brooklyn Book Festival: Free! Fun! Parties! Smart people!

NYPL: Just do it!

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA

https://mikelindgren51.wordpress.com/2017/11/22/ml-sva/
https://caribbean.commons.gc.cuny.edu/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


YOU CANNOT GET GOOD 
INFORMATION FROM GOOGLE

This is where the NYPL comes in.

I will say this ONE TIME.

You won’t believe me, but I will say it anyway:



THE NYPL IS YOUR FRIEND



NYPL > 
RESEARCH> 
ARTICLES & 
DATABASES

1. articles and databases – such 
as Artifex

2. find e-journals by title –
including NYT,  WSJ, Artforum

3. Oxford Reference Online –
like an encyclopedia on 
steroids

4. JSTOR – instant access to 
thousands of prestigious and 
academically robust essays



GOOD LUCK!

AND 
REMEMBER 
THAT IT’S 
SUPPOSED TO 
BE FUN!

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://graphis-artwork.blogspot.com/2011_09_01_archive.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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